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- Jan de Beer, Chapter 973 Krugersdorp
What does EAA stand for? I can hear you all say that is what
this newsletter is all about: Experimental Aircraft Association!
(duh).
Being a microlight pilot and a proud member of EAA Chapter
973 for a few years now, I was wondering what is the main
component of any motorised experimental aircraft. That’s
easy, you say, either airframe, engine or propeller.
Which of these three are the most simple - engines are
complicated and airframes differ a whole, lot so it must be the
propeller. I mean, in its simplest form it’s a twisted piece of
wood.
So we at Chapter 973 every now and then talked about
propellers, ‘props’ or ‘prop’ for short.
So where do we go for expert advice on props? Nowhere
better than at Peter de Necker’s wooden prop factory,
somebody said.

While the group got to know the de Necker family better, fires
were lit and a festive atmosphere was infiltrating the most
reserved members of the group, and very soon everybody was
chatting away like old friends.
Then, while waiting for the coals in the fire to cool down, the
group gathered and entered the factory.
Peter explained why wood is used.
In a world with countless combinations of plastics, fibres and
composite materials, wood is the perfect, cheapest, most
reliable complete composite material available in abundance,
at a relatively cheap price. As a matter of interest, all metals
accumulate stress and fibres may crystallise and crack, or after
being put under stress for a period of time, retain the shape
that it was forced to comply with. None of these affect wood!
When wood bends, it returns to its original shape again and
again, without sustaining fatigue, crack stress or hardening of
materials.

And that, friend, is what this article is about, our visit to P-Prop
or Piet Prop’s factory, as we all refer to it lovingly.
But hey, we are not only airplane fanatics, we are South
Africans, so we got ourselves invited to a bring and braai and a
tour of the factory.
On 12 September we arrived at Peter and Bets de Necker’s
place and were welcomed with true traditional South African
hospitality. While the de Neckers were unknown to most,
some of the members knew Peter for the better part of 35
years, and very soon many a story of way back was dusted off
and told with the gusto that only Peter can.
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Peter explaining the laminating process, glue
used, pressure applied, etc., to ensure the
highest standard of glue line penetration

Peter explaining the intricacies of what goes into the design
and manufacture of the leading edge of the prop. It takes years
of testing different kinds of leading edge protection methods to
give suitable protection against sand, grass, small stones, rain,
hail and mud. He explained that the layers of polyurethane
acrylic epoxy and carbon fibre all have an effect on the
balancing of the prop.

Peter cutting a small gift prop for each visitor.
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- Gerald Maddams, Chairman Chapter 1502, E-Coast
On 06 November a group of EAA Chapter 1502 East
Coast members drove into the country to visit Jan
Jefferiss at his home in Balgowan near Nottingham
Road KZN.
Paul and Celia Lastrucci also popped in en-route to their
week in the rain and cold at Umhlanga Rocks.
He has begun construction of a Steen Skybolt aerobatic
biplane in his garage and the build quality is
magnificent. His workshop is pristine and just what
one would expect from an engineer. The steel tubes
were, at that stage, being cut and fitted into place, with the
myriad of fish-mouth cuts having to splice tightly together.

Truly a work of art and, like so many of our aeroplanes, it will
be a pity to cover it all up in sheet and fabric, though I am sure
that the balance of the build will be just as exquisite.

These then get tack-welded and the whole assembly checked
out for accuracy before all of these joints get final welding to
make the frame light and super-strong.
The rededication of the John Goodman Household Memorial
at Karkloof KZN (near Howick).
Many folk, even aviation folk, are unaware that there was a
local lad whose aerial activities predated the famous Otto
Lilienthal by about 15 years. In about 1875 he made glider
flights from the hillside above his families farm.
It is worth looking it up in EAA Member John Illsley's book ‘In
Southern Skies’ (if you don't have a copy - shame on you - and
put matters to right!) or on the internet.
Chapter 1502 member Arnold (Arrie) de Klerk who is ex SAAF
and ex airways, came to know about this monument and,
when he attempted to find it, he couldn't. It was still there,
but terribly neglected and totally overgrown.
Chapter 1502 East Coast held its AGM at Grass Roots airfield
on Saturday 14 November.

This started him and some interested friends on an initiative
to restore the monument and put signs up on the nearby
roads to draw attention to this very important piece of South
African aviation
history. Arrie rapidly spanned in folk from the local history
movement, SAPPI (on whose ground the monument stands)
and other interested parties, and a re-dedication was planned
for 06 November 2015.
The event was marked by about 50 people from Chapter 1502,
the SAAF association, airways and all walks of life, and the
beautifully restored monument now sits quietly on the
roadside awaiting visits by the knowledgeable aviation
enthusiast and the interested passer-by.

those early years have held tight over all the succeeding years.
He built a Jodel D9, which flew in the 1970s, and has assisted
in the construction of many, many aircraft since then. It
The meeting was, as these things are, fairly dull - but
would be quite impossible to enumerate the magnitude of
something occurred there that needs recording loud and
what this man has done to promote the construction and safe
proud.
flight of aeroplanes in KZN. We thank him very much for all
There is an award of a trophy that is head and shoulders
that he has done, and wish him well for the future. Len is
above the rest in what is really important among us aeroplane presently building a pair of Jodel D150s and the first is rapidly
people. We regularly recognise the aircraft and the quality of nearing completion.
the builds and the amount of work that has gone into a plane,
It was with great pleasure that I had the privilege of handing
but this award is made for energy, activity, thoughtfulness,
over the trophy to Len at the meeting.
kindness, and helpfulness that goes beyond that which is
normal for most folk.
It is the ‘Harry Antel Trophy for Altruism’ .
"Altruism or selflessness is the principle or practice of concern
for the welfare of others." [Wikipedia]
This year, the trophy has been awarded to long-time EAA
Member and AP, Len Cormac.
Len began his involvement with the EAA, way back before the
EAA was officially formed. Pietermaritzburg had a group of
flight-minded folk who decided to get plans and build
aeroplanes. They worked closely together and the bonds of
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EAA Chapter 1502 East Coast, Chairman’s Report
I have now had the pleasure of working with an efficient
committee and other members for two years, and we have
had the satisfaction of seeing many projects, of all sorts, reach
fruition. Aviation is one of our passions - and as such we are
charged with the individual responsibility to nurture its growth
and development in every way in which we are able. I ask you
to remember that the committee members are doing what
they do for Chapter 1502 in their own time and entirely
voluntarily. I further ask that you are considerate and helpful
whenever any issue raises its head, and that you do as much
as you can personally to resolve/solve the issue before asking
for assistance from the committee. Having said that, please
know that we are keen to assist in every way. The committee
has had to face various challenges, and I believe that it has
dealt effectively with all of them.
Membership
Chapter 1502 had 108 members this year. We attempted to
get all members to renew before the end of January. It did not
work. Members continued to renew all throughout the year. I
ask that this year you pay your subs within the first month of
the year. Membership is from January to December, even
though you may have originally joined in, say August. It
matters not! Pay your subs before 31 January, please, and
make our treasurer’s life a great deal easier.

always have been, a most important asset for local
homebuilders/restorers. It would be very sad to see them pass
into the hands of non-believers.”
Fly Aways and Fly Ins
February had a number of aircraft fly to Kittyhawk in the
Transvaal. March saw our aircraft at Vryheid for a wonderful
weekend, and huge thanks must be extended to Louis Smit,
his wife and the members of the Vryheid Flying Club, plus
Grant Beattie who co-ordinated it all. April was a visit to
Waffle Hut and was very well attended. The El Mirador event
happened in lovely weather and was also well attended. The
Zwartberg Farmer’s Association again invited us to attend
their annual event, but the weather threw a wobbly and only
two aircraft made it. The EAA Convention at Margate was,
disappointingly, attended by very few aircraft from Chapter
1502 and attendance by our members was embarrassing, to
say the least. Chapter 1502 thanks everyone who was involved
in the fly-ins. Hosts, attendees, helpers et al.

Projects under construction
Thatcher CX4
Steve O’Hara
Jodel G19
Len Cormac
Vans RV3
Noel Drew and Mervyn Roberts
Vans RV 7
Ryan Fabian
Vans RV 8
John Te Riele
Vans RV 9A
Kenny O Connor
Vans
RV
9
Grant Beattie
Full EAA Members will adopt the system used by all other EAA
Vans
RV
10
Craig Mee
Chapters and pay through the AeroClub of SA system. This will
Vans
RV
10
Sean Kirkham
be verbally addressed at the AGM. Only Social/Country/Family
Sonex
Onex
Jonathan Low.
members will pay directly to Mervyn this year.
Kit Fox 7
Jonathan Low
Membership Subscriptions for 2016
Kitplanes for Africa Explorer Gordon Pickles
This year (2016) subs are:
Zenith CH701 Sky Jeep
Scott Williams
Chapter 1502/Social Members subs are
R200
Sling 4
Colin Albertyn
EAA National subs are
R200
Raven CH601
Pottie Potgieter
AeCSA subs are
R425
Restorations underway
(R400 subs plus R25 levy/donation - see below)
Piper Vagabond
Alan Lorimer
Total for full membership is
R825
Auster Mk1
Gerald Maddams
Ch 1502 has decided to maintain our subs at R200. National is Auster J1X
Piet de Villiers
doing likewise, but AeroClub has taken a 6% increase, plus the Auster J5 (Mod)
Ray and Brian Hesom
levy for the AeroClub Centenary Celebrations due soon. We
Atlas Kudu
Marc Kuster
urge you to pay your subs urgently, so that your all-important Taylor Monoplane
EAA 1502
‘licence renewals’ and ‘authorities to fly’ can then be obtained Challenger
Russell Smith
without undue fuss or worry in the months ahead.
Taylor Monoplane restoration project
AeroClub of South Africa
This fabulous and historic aircraft was donated to Chapter
The AeroClub is most definitely showing value for those subs
1502 by Barry de Groot at the 2014 AGM. The original builder
(mentioned above) as AeC have blunted the efforts of SA CAA was Ian Parker and he flew it for many years before building a
to railroad various changes to legislation that would have
second example. As such, it is one of the longest surviving of
impacted our flying. Read about this in the AeroClub of SA
the truly home-built aircraft built during the 1970s in
Annual Report. I will not repeat it all here.
Pietermaritzburg. The project needs hands to complete it, and
AeroClub of SA Centenary
this presents a wonderful opportunity for members to get
The AeroClub turns 100 in 2020 and there is a drive to raise
together to learn new skills or share existing skills with others.
funds to be able to commemorate the occasion fittingly. We
The wings were unfortunately damaged in the violent storm
paid a levy in 2015. We do the same this year.
that swept through Pmb last year, and they have been
Pietermaritzburg Hangars and occupants
Issues around the Oribi Airport hangars have been amicably
sorted out by the parties concerned. This was not done
without a great deal of work by everyone concerned and I
thank them for all of their co-operation and pro-activity.
In the words of one of the two initiators of the hangar project
back in 1973, “The hangars at Pietermaritzburg are, and

substantially rebuilt by Chris Hicks. Russell Smith has put in
many hours of work on the exhausts and motor, which is now
in the capable hands of Kevin Cox who intends to get it fully
functional.
Gerald Maddams, Chairman, Chapter 1502 East Coast, Nov ‘15
[For full report please visit www.eaa.org.za]
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SAA’s Captain Nigel Hopkins guaranteed that there would be a full house for the EAA Flying Legends Talk Show
- Gordon Dyne
On Wednesday 18 November, a full house of
aviation enthusiasts at the EAA Auditorium at
Rand Airport, greeted South African Airways
(SAA) Captain Nigel Hopkins. What a warm
reception Nigel received. Here we had a young
man of 42 years of age, an icon in his own
lifetime, son of another South African flying legend Derek
Hopkins, with a curriculum vitae (CV) that I doubt could be
bettered anywhere in the world. If anyone knows of a pilot
with a more expansive CV, then do please let Jeremy Woods
know so he or she can be tracked down for a future Flying
Legends Talk Show!

Nigel covered his rallying, his aerobatics and his entire flying
career, which comprised flying every airplane that SAA has had
in its fleet over the past 20 years since Nigel joined the SAAF at
21 years of age as a First Officer, skipping the
usual route of ‘Boy Pilot’. Nigel obtained his
command some seven years ago on B737-800s.
Incidentally, the 737 is Nigel’s favourite aircraft.

So, after an amazing evening with some
very interesting questions from the
knowledgeable audience, I brought the
show to a close at just after 22h00. It was
a privilege to interview you Nigel. Thank you for being a
It was my first attempt at being Master of Ceremonies and
wonderful talkative guest. South Africa’s entire aviation
Nigel made my debut so easy, because I only had to mention a community will be willing you on at Hoedspruit in 2017 at the
word such as ‘airplane’ and off went Nigel! Quite brilliant! We FAI World Aerobatic Championships. We know how
began with Nigel’s recent ‘near death’ experience during the
disappointed you were at not participating in France recently
FAI World Aerobatic Championships in France, when during a due to your MX2 mishap, and that you intend showing the
practice routine, Nigel’s MX2 broke up and within seconds
world that you are ‘the best’ in your field at Hoedspruit. Good
Nigel was dangling beneath his parachute on his way to a safe luck!
and injury-free landing. Millions of members of Nigel’s fan club
At the end of the evening Nigel and I were presented with gifts
around the world breathed a sigh of relief on hearing of their
by Jeremy Woods. Totally unnecessary, but gratefully
hero’s lucky escape. A lesser pilot would have met his maker
received. My gift was a beautiful book on Spitfires, which
as he would not have been able to leap from his airplane in
everyone knows is my favourite airplane. I am sure Nigel was
time. The South African aviation world joined Nigel’s family of
equally delighted with his gift. Thank you very much, Jeremy.
wife Cailin and daughters Jessica, Emily and Georgia in
Great stuff!
celebrating Nigel’s amazing escape. I asked Nigel if, after this
So ended another most successful talk show. Well done,
lucky escape, he had considered retiring from aerobatics. His
Jeremy and Anne-Louise Woods and your team who put the
reply was: “No. It is my life and my family understands that!”
whole evening together. Thank you for the privilege of
Good for you Nigel! Life should not be a journey to the grave
allowing me to be your Master of Ceremonies on this
with the intention of arriving safely in a pretty and well
occasion. I thoroughly enjoyed the experience. However, I am
preserved body, but rather to skid in broadside in a cloud of
sure the entire audience will welcome the return of the Flying
smoke, thoroughly used up, totally worn out, and loudly
proclaiming “F--- it! What a ride!” (With apologies to Hunter S. Doctor, Mike Brown, for the next Talk Show, so I may retire
back to my role in the bar. Incidentally, well done, Claus
Thompson, an American journalist and author, 1937-2005.)
Keuchel and Archie Kemp and others, for the amazing job you
Nigel said that only two things terrified him when flying. One
have all done in the building of our new bar downstairs. Quite
was a plane breaking up around him, and secondly a fire on
fabulous.
board! With the recent incident in France, Nigel has now
Finally, thank you guys and gals in the audience, for always
experienced both these nightmares, with the battery fire on
board the Czechoslovakian L29 he was displaying at Newcastle being there to support the show. You are all marvellous.
some years ago. The ejector seat on the L29 was inoperative
For more information on our
so Nigel was badly burned and shaken when he made an
EAA Flying Legends Talk Show
emergency landing and collided with a tree! Two of Nigel’s
please contact Jeremy Woods
nine lives have been used up. That is enough Nigel. No more
on eaatalkshow@icon.za.
close shaves please.
Thank you.
Nigel, with all modesty, covered his early years of flying, which
included his National Service with the SAAF. Strangely enough,
not as a pilot, but as a Load Master on the Douglas DC3s and
DC4s! However, it wasn’t long before the aircraft commanders
passed control over to Nigel during the flights!
Nigel’s first airline experience was with SA Express, flying
DASH 8s. Nigel was employed by SA Express’ chief pilot, Sid
Bottom, who was in the audience at the talk show. Sid is still
flying regularly, and any pilot who has passed through his
hands can consider himself or herself very fortunate indeed.
I would love to have Sid’s experience.
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Following a great EAA Sun 'n Fun event at Brits over the
weekend of 13-15 November, we gratefully thank all who
were involved in some way, whether you participated, popped Thanks to everyone for their efforts in making this event most
in for breakfast or stayed over for the weekend and helped
enjoyable, safe and something to look forward to in 2016. All
out with the arrangements.
those who played a part in the success of this event, thanks,
you rock!
In our opinion, this event was well attended and was a
resounding success with greater crowds than we have had for - Paul Lastrucci, EAA of SA National President
some years. The most important factor was that everyone that
joined us was part of the general aviation-loving family and
socialising with the various disciplines in recreation aviation
made this a special event.
According to our Safety Report for the event, there were no
incidents to report, with 107 aircraft recorded by GATCO.
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- Rob Jonkers, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
This year’s EAA Sun n Fun flying event was planned somewhat
differently from previous years where precision rallies were
held, with a view that for EAA members a more fun flying
event was needed to be tried out.
This task was left to Rob Jonkers and Martin Meyer to devise
a new kind of rally format, a big risk to take in the realm of
the tried and tested rally formats. The prime objective was to
make it real fun, with easy to follow routing.
Thus over the last four weeks prior to Sun n Fun, a route
schedule was hatched, with a route proving flight undertaken
to check that the route would be do-able and interesting to
fly.
The outcome was a route through the scenic Magalies valley,
north up through the platinum belt, then south-eastwards
along the crocodile river into game bush country.
The format was in the form of a pre-defined route map that
was available prior to the event starting, for everybody to
either plan their route with traditional map plotting tools or
to program their GPSs.
Each route’s leg had turning point photographs to be
recognised (either being correct or incorrect), then a few
questions had to be answered on ground features
or sites that were historic or scenic,
mostly cryptic in nature.

The booklet contained a section of Wiki notes
(compiled courtesy of daughter Jenni) that would
enable the crews to answer all the questions –
with a warning – “Don’t read at your peril….”,
and guess what…., most forgot to find the
answers in the most obvious place…. Some
crews of course were googling for answers on
their cell phones – because they can – somewhat
inefficient, given that everything was right in
front of them.
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Initially 21 crews registered, with 14
confirming at briefing time. A few had to
withdraw with aircraft serviceability problems,
and one unfortunate entry had their aircraft
blown upside down at Lanseria on
Wednesday. In all, for such an event it was a
very good turnout, with a broad spectrum of
aircraft participating, from the fast RV10 doing
120 knots, to the slowest a Piper Cub at 55
knots, and even an Alouette II helicopter
taking part – they of course had the best view
out the window to do photo recognition.

The joint winners with their spoils

After the briefing, and with 20 minutes prior
to take-off - of handing out papers, the first
competitors took to the skies at 09:30, with
the last off at 10:30. The weather was
thankfully cool with a few rain showers
around, although at about 11:00 a rain squall
with windy conditions passed by the airfield.

Thus we came to the end of a hopefully enjoyable day for
everybody who took part and, given the large amount of
Most competitors got around the course without deviations,
competitors, it should bode well for doing this again sometime
although some had to skirt around the rainy parts towards the in the future. In the words of SAPFA Chairman Frank Eckard,
last of turning points.
“This is a new way of converting Avgas into Fun”. Many thanks
are extended to the prize sponsors, Dennis Jankelow
With everybody successfully home, it was time for marking the
Associates, Comav, Shell Aviation, and Comet Aviation
exam papers, which was left to the strict invigilators Renee
Supplies for their generous support of this event.
Clulow and Marita Rudolph to record the points.
Between the clues and photo recognition, a total of 38 points
could be scored. When all was tallied up, it ended in a tie of 31
points for first place between Piper Cub pilot Pierre
Dippenaar, and the team of Thys van der Merwe and Mary de
Klerk, and given the possibility of such an eventuality, the
winner had to be chosen from a draw of cards ‘aces high’.

Greg Clegg and Keaton Perkins

The first draw turned out to be another tie….of queens…,
much to the amusement of the watching audience. The
second draw then determined the outcome with Pierre
winning the top spot.
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Rob Jonkers and Pierre Dippenaar

Tied 1st Mary de Klerk and Pierre Dippenaar

2nd Sean Russell and Andrew Pitman

4th Eugene Couzyn and Yvonne Corrigan
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Sun n Fun Saturday 14 November – Marie Reddy, Chapter 322 We only came 6th, but it was great fun
being in the air without worrying about the
EAA Sun ‘n Fun hosted a great Adventure Rally in Brits this
calculations and exact timings. We could
year. It was relatively easy to ascertain where you needed to
just cruise and look for what should be
go and what you needed to do, especially as the maps were
relatively easy to find, as long as you look in the right place
handed to us with routes already marked and pictures of the
and then answer some tricky questions. All in all - a Rally that
landmarks. Of course you needed to find the start point, fly
was enjoyable and well worth the time.
according to the map and confirm if the picture of the
landmark is that actual landmark you spotted. It was enjoyable As far as I can tell, the only downside to this event, was that
and relaxed, but not as easy as it sounds.
the team of enthusiastic people that make the event possible,
cannot participate. Thanks to everyone involved.
Rob Jonkers and Martin Meyer had other plans when
preparing for this, and they added a little ‘spice’ to the mix
with some phony landmark photos and some that I’m certain
never actually existed, but they confirmed that the landmarks
were there, we simply could not find them. Spotting
landmarks from the sky always sounds easy, but how often do
you fly somewhere and you have to really look for an
identifying landmark, it doesn’t just sit there and wave at you
to show you where it is (although this would be lovely).
We were given images of the landmarks and needed to
identify if these were in fact the accurate landmark or not. We
were also given images of landmarks that were not on the
map, but if you could find them your task was to add their
location to your map for extra points.
Cruising at 70 kts you should be able to get this all right, but
there are always landmarks that you simply cannot seem to
find when you are looking for them… and in most cases these
are actually there, beneath you, just waiting to be discovered.
Mark Clulow was kind enough to fly with me and we could
chat as we flew, although this was mostly limited to “…There,
that looks like it…” and then when we got closer, the chat was
either a little confused or excited, depending on whether this
indeed did look like the correct landmark.
We cut the route short due to weather, and blew into FABS for
a go-around (yes, a go-around) before landing, having flown
just over an hour. Mark and I sat down to complete our task
before handing on our booklet. Ample information was
provided to answer a series of questions to make up some
points.
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On behalf of the Brits Flying Club, we wish to thank each and
every participant of the EAA, TAF, Oshkosh and SAPFA for
making Saturday’s event such a success. It has again been a
great honour for our club to host this big event and we trust
that you had as much fun in the sun (and rain) as we had. As
always, we are open to suggestions, ideas and criticism on
anything we can improve on in future.

May the powers of aviation take note that big events, such as
this, can be had by responsible people, without overregulating the fun part.

It was really fantastic to see all visitors kicking back and just
enjoying themselves - and this is what makes everyone’s hard
work worthwhile when looking back.

Roel (on behalf of BFC)

To the EAA organizing team (with whom planning started on
29 August 2015), Mike Visagie our SO on the day, Karl our
tireless MC and the fantastic ATC, thank you for helping our
BFC team for making it possible to put it all together. Last but
not least we are extremely thankful that such a big social flying
event has again gone off without any incidents or accidents.
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Please convey our appreciation to each and every one that I
might have missed.
Beste groete

They’re changing guard at Buckingham Palace...
well not quite, and with apologies to AA Milne...
the ‘changing’ is at EAA Chapter 322 - Gordon Dyne
On Wednesday 04 November some 100-odd members and
friends came together at the Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall at
Dowerglen, for the November meeting of EAA Chapter 322.
First stop for most of us was the kitchen of Ann Ferreira where
delicious savoury tarts and salad awaited us, ‘helped down’ by
a cold beverage or two from the bar run by Eddie and Jean.
Thank you Ann, Eddie and Jean for quenching our hunger and
thirst.
Just after 19h00 hours our beloved Chairman Captain Karl
Jensen called his audience to order and promptly ‘ran through’
the usual formalities of: last month’s Minutes, Chairman’s
Report, Finance, Young Eagles, Safety, Auditorium, Past and
future events and, lastly, ‘General.’
Brian Appleton has just returned from a trip to Europe and
whilst there visited the Red Bull Hangar no 7 at Salzburg
Airport. Brian gave a very interesting talk, aided by some
tremendous pictures of the hangar, where 25 historical
aircraft - all in flying condition - are stored, along with
helicopters and Formula One racing cars, all owned by Red Bull
Founder Dietrich Mateschitz. Thank you, Brian. Superb talk!
That visit to hangar 7 is on my ‘bucket’ list. I cannot wait to get
there!
So... on to the ‘changing of the guard’! The AGM commenced
and the election of officers for EAA Chapter 322 for the next
12 months began. Despite the protests from many in the
audience, Chairman Karl insisted on ‘standing down’ after
about a decade at the helm. A number of EAA ‘old timers’ rose
from their seats to pay tribute to this amazing retired SAA
Captain and aviation maestro. It was a tearful Karl that
accepted these wonderful tributes and the whole audience
rose to a man to applaud and endorse the sentiments shared
by everyone. There was barely a dry eye in the place.

Brian Appleton

So Dr Mike Brown was elected unanimously as Chairman.
Thank you Mike for accepting this ‘poisoned chalice’. One has
to admire Mike for accepting this thankless task and
endeavouring to step into Karl’s shoes. However, if anyone can
do it then it is Mike - so good luck, Mike. We will support you
all we can.
Rob McFie accepted the role of Vice-Chairman and Hayley
Hopper accepted the position of Secretary, to replace the
amazing Marie Reddy. Mark Clulow graciously agreed to stay
on as Treasurer and Kevin Hopper will remain as Technical
Officer. Thank you, Mike, Rob, Hayley, Kevin and Mark.
So ended another fine EAA 322 monthly meeting. Next
month’s meeting on 02 December will be the last under the
present regime. Do come along and bid farewell to our longstanding, charismatic, evergreen, enthusiastic Chairman, who
is now taking up stamp collecting, train spotting and scrabble
in his retirement!
For more information on EAA 322 visit the Chapter’s page on
our local EAA website www.eaa.org

Hayley Hopper, Mark Clulow, Rob McFie, Mike Brown
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- Karl Jensen, Chairman Chapter 322 Johannesburg
The annual Aero Club of South Africa awards ceremony was
held at the Swartkops AFB Air force Museum. The proceedings
were opened with a fly-past of a De Havilland Vampire Jet. Our
very own Dr Mike Brown was the Master of Ceremonies and
what follows are the awards received
by EAA members.

SASCOC National Colours Certificates
Roston Dugmore
1st FAI World Intermediate Aerobatic
Championships
Cliff Lotter
1st FAI World Intermediate Aerobatic
Championships

Bob Allison
Special Acknowledgement
Bob Allison has offered an excellent service to the Sport
Aviation community, availing himself as an ATC providing flight
information services at our major EAA Fly-ins. Bob started as
an ATC assistant at Heathrow, at age 23 he was transferred to
air ministry seconded to the US Air Force.
Bob joined the IAL stationed in Libya and was the watch
supervisor on the night of Muammar Gaddafi’s revolution. Bob
did a stint in Zambia and commenced ATC duties at Jan Smuts
in Jan 1972. In 1980 he went to Malaysia for 6 months to train
personnel on the use of their radar. Bob returned to South
Africa and went into business. Bob started doing AFIS for
recreational aviation at the request of the Aero Club in 2001
and has since offered his help at many EAA fly-ins and other
events over the years. Bob is an honorary member of EAA
Chapter 322 Johannesburg. He is actively involved in safety
seminars willingly
providing guidance and
assistance whereby he
imparts his knowledge
to our fellow aviators.

Kevin Hopper
Special Acknowledgement
Kevin is a respected AMO for TC and NTC aircraft. He readily
shares his experience and knowledge with others and
constantly undertakes projects for the sole purpose of
furthering the efforts to keep experimental aviation alive in
South Africa. He strives to make aviation affordable, safe and
accessible. He always has time to give advice and to a look at
aircraft and help diagnose problems.

Eugene Couzyn
Dennis Jankelow Trophy
for Airmanship

Eugene Couzyn, a
product of Pretoria
Boys High School, has
been flying helicopters
since 1994. These include no less than 10 types. He has
devoted much of his flying to conservation work through The
His speciality work includes Tiger Moths, Chipmunks and all
Bateleurs for the Endangered Wildlife Trust and other major
fabric covered aircraft. His desire to expand his knowledge of conservation bodies. Last week he was given the EWT Cheetah
aircraft specific details, engine and prop specifications,
Award, the highest accolade of the EWT Eugene flies on a
airframes and general technical knowledge, enable him to
Private Pilot’s Licence and therefore bears the majority of the
assist fellow aviators to build, refurbish and maintain their
considerable cost of operating helicopters himself for noble
aircraft.
causes. Most of the missions include wild life conservation of
Since 1997 he has been a valued guide in all technical matters endangered species. This research and other aerial
observation with scientist and ecological conservation officials
for the EAA and supports related Aero Club Projects. He
manages a build project for the EAA Chapter 322 almost every assists in no small way in the essential preservation of our
threatened ecology. In his EAA activities, Eugene has
Saturday with a team of keen members, building a Teddy
introduced very many members to the magic of helicopter
aircraft for the Association.
flight and he is a tribute to The Aero Club of South Africa’s
membership.
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Rob McFie
For 10 Years Continuous Service to The Aero Club of South
Africa
Rob McFie started flying and joined MISASA in 1982. His
contribution to MISASA and the Aero Club has been in the
field of events - initially as a participant and then later as the
MISASA Events Officer and Africa Cup organizer. Rob has
participated in most local competitions since 2004, in the
Czech Nationals in 2006 and in the Microlight World
Championships in 2005 and 2007.
As the MISASA Events Officer Rob organized the 2005 Dam
Busters Derby and the year after revived the MISASA Africa
Cup which he has organized every year since. The Africa Cup is
MISASA’s oldest event which started in 1987 with Rob’s
guidance and hard work.
In 2006 there were 11 participants and this year there a record
32 participants. Certainly, the reputation of The Aero Club is
enhanced by sub- sections establishing and sustaining events
of the quality of the Africa Cup.

Kevin Storie
For 10 Years Continuous Service to The Aero Club of South
Africa
Joining Aero Club following his return from abroad in 2002 he
engaged with leadership of Aero Club, since 2007 and was
involved at the helm of SAHPA with the required integration of
SAHPA into Part 62 NPL regulations as envisaged by SACAA
and DOT.
He was refreshingly direct in discussions and further more
instrumental in shepherding the current commercial tandem
system.
His ‘let us get results and progress’ approach resulted in him
as the favoured candidate to take the reigns as GM of Aero
Club of South Africa as we moved into a new with the
founding of RAASA.
Stepping into the breach with his characteristic no nonsense
enthusiasm, he has grown the reputation of Aero Club of
South Africa and forged many vital relationships with industry
counterparts such as CAASA, SAAF and of late RAFOC. His
vigorous challenging of rules and regulations for the rights of
the constituents of Aero Club at CARcom, NAScom, SAWS and
ATNS to mention a few has furthered the preservation of free
flight in South Africa.
Establishing the Safety First Aviator brand and the
development and role out of the National Safety Campaign,
already in its fourth year is amongst many examples and that
is why Kev Storie is a worthy recipient of Gold Wings.
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At the recent annual Cheetah Awards of the
Endangered Wildlife Trust, a special acknowledgement award
was given to Eugene Couzyn, a member of The Bateleurs.
Eugene has played a key role in assisting the EWT’s Birds of
Prey Programme to conduct aerial surveys in the Kruger
National Park and Zululand to determine the number of nests
occupied by tree-nesting vultures and other raptors in these
important conservation areas. Eugene made available and
piloted his personal helicopter and flew more than 79 hours
during these surveys with the EWT’s Birds of Prey Programme,
explained Andre Botha, the EWT’s Birds of Prey Programme
Manager.

Because of Eugene’s help, the survey teams were able to
obtain data for more than 1300 nests in the survey areas and
were able to complete the first ever aerial survey of the
Kruger National Park focused on large tree-nesting birds.
"Eugene was more than just the pilot and owner of the
helicopter, but also donated a substantial amount of his time
and insight to assist in the planning and logistical
arrangements for the surveys and was always willing to go the
extra mile at the request of one of the observers or the
navigator. Without his support and participation, we would
not have achieved the results we were aiming for," remarked
Botha.
- Karl Jensen, Chairman Chapter 322 Johannesburg

- Karl Jensen, Chairman Chapter 322 Johannesburg

FAMO is about 6-7 km from the town, which boasts
reasonably priced accommodation where special deals have
If EAA SA is to grow, it is necessary to give the Western Cape
been promised with more to be negotiated. The delegation
recreational aviation community the motivation and
opportunity to have an EAA Convention conveniently close by. overnighted at the Diaz Beach Hotel where the Convention
It is also the right thing to do. There are an enormous number Dinner and Awards will most probably be held in one of their
fine function facilities to avoid driving after partying. This hotel
of aircraft in this area whose owners and pilots are not
involved in in the EAA movement. We need far more members has 85 rooms that have been promised at well discounted
to belong to EAA and thereby also strengthen the hand of the rates. Even though a shuttle bus will be organised to transport
Aero Club in protecting our rights to the skies and monitoring visitors between the airfield and hostelries in town, camping
as well as influencing the rule making processes of the aviation will of course be permitted at the airfield.
authorities. If we fail in attracting more members, it will within In order to alleviate the cost of travel between Gauteng and
a short period result in restriction our relative freedom of the Mossel Bay, negotiations are in progress to use the SAA
skies as has been the experience of recent attempted hostile
Historic Flight’s DC-3 at an affordable rate. Despite the fair
legislation.
distance from Gauteng to Mossel Bay, the distance from
Tempe to FAMO is only 373 nm compared to about 300 nm
A decision was made by our EAA National President Paul
from Rand to Margate. A cross-country flight from Gauteng to
Lastrucci for a delegation to travel to Mossel Bay (FAMO) to
FAMO would be a pleasant adventure.
investigate the possibility of holding the 2016 EAA National
Convention at this venue. This was the result of strong
motivation at the 2015 Convention at Margate by Horace Blok
(Chapter 322) who lives nearby at Groot Brak River. Horace’s
enthusiasm and energy is infectious. At the end of 2014, the
well organised and successful World Intermediate Aerobatic
Championships were held at FAMO. Importantly, the airspace
is uncluttered and the airfield has a registered aerobatic box.

Although coastal weather is often variable, we should expect
good weather during the 2016 Convention weekend which will
be from 29 April to 1 May. This falls conveniently between the
27 April (Freedom Day) and 02 May (Workers Day) public
holidays.
The stars are favourably aligned for this Convention.
Let’s do it and make the 2016 Convention the best ever!

The Mossel Bay Flying Club has a lovely clubhouse with
catering facilities and they operate a fuel service that includes
Avgas and Jet A1 with imminent availability of Mogas too. The
airfield has a 1200 metre tarred runway with taxiway, a large
apron adjoining the clubhouse and about 33 hangars. The use
of conveniently positioned hangars by EAA has been assured.
The Flying Club is also enthusiastic about hosting the
Convention with warm hospitality shown to the delegation by
the very friendly members. All branches of recreational
aviation and their followers and members of other sections of
Aero Club are encouraged to attend.
CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Gus and edited with love and
kisses by Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike.
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